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PA.DUCAII, KY., TUES1JA.Y MORNING. JUNE 26, 1906.

VOL 23, NO. 46

PISTOL AND• WINCHESTER BATTLE ;MUST HAVE A MANY KNIGHTS 01 WEDDED BLISS LOVING CASE
/11 DARK ROOM WITH A NEGRO 1 SUNDAY TODDY HERE SUNDAY
SHORT LIVED
POSTPONED
DOWN HIS MAN
OFFICER HURLEY FINALLY BROUGHT
WHO WAS CROUCHED IN ONE CORNER OF ROOM—FRANZ
DARGAL SHOT AT CAIRO SUNDAY BY NnG.

ACCUSED WANTED TRIAL BUT
PROSECUTION WASN'T

NONE COULD REMEMBER
FORTY TWO INITIATED
SHE ASKS COURT TO
SESSION WILL PROBABLY
WHERE BOOZE CAME FROM
INTO THE SECRET ORDER
GRANT HER DIVORCE
COME TO CLOSE TODAY

--Tlie-fact-that this ditydis not Cdtro,
where a negro bully came near killink two mea Sunday, was evidenced
la t eyteluo early when Officer A.
Nur ey of the police force had
WILL JEFFERSCM COLORED, SEVERAL HUNDRED AT OAK LULA FITGERALD
duel with a negro desperado in a
AND HER JAMES DRANE, COLORED,
GOT
which
Row,
Red
room
on
dark
GROVE SUNDAY ATTEND
CHARGED WITH BEING IN
HUSBAND
JAMES
FITZFOUR YEARS FOR FATALis on Tensieesiee aneut nevi-wee:oh
WOODMEN OF WORLD
ON HARNESS STEALING
strtet. The 1-.1 ceinan fired iota
GERALD
LIVED
TOLY WOUUNDING ED
flan' at his ii-au, while two cracks MRS. F. W. HABLIZEL OF
CRUSADE.
SERVICES.
GETHER
4 MONTHS
EWELL.
were taken at lam lo the negro with
SPOKANE, WASH., PASSED
.a Witichertir, but the officer finals
AWAY LAST NIGHT.
made his man call for time. FortunChief Collins Has Given the Patrol- Large Delegation Went From Here John Doherty Gets Out a Writ of Murder
ately, the game officer was not
Charge Against Henry HolDown to Metropolis to Particimen Rigid Instructions Regarding
injured, although one bullet grazed
Forcible Detainer for PossesColored, Who KiMed
his neck, while the darky, Nelson Had Been Here Only Few Days
sion of His House— Other
pate in the
New Saloon Closing Law.
Memorial
George
Travis, Colored, is
hospi:al
Atieggide
now
at
lies
Ellis,
Daughter, Mrs.
Visiting Her
Ceremonies.
Being Enforced.
Court News.
where a bullet was ctWidut of his lop
Being Tried.
last night by the physicians.
Clements, When Stricken Down. •
The duel was the nierceat that ,has
occured here for many yeari; and
Ab5iot 200 Knights of Columbus
Chief James Collins of the police
Yesterday Eva Adehne Wright
The probabilities are that the apeshowed the gameness of Ole brave
With deep regret will the com- force yesterday had a number of were here Sunday for the big meet- filed suit in the circuit court against 'cial term of cotrt convened yesterpatrolman, who generally brings any- munity learn that last evening at 7 pcople before him to answer questions ing conducted by this order, the gath- Joseph Wright for divorce on the day
morning by Judge W. M. Reed
one when he goes atter them. Ellis o'clock Mrs. F. W. Hablizel of as to where they got their whiskey ering being a huge success in every ground that .he abandoned her dar- will be brought
to a - close this afterthe
the
at
4
for
C.
night
a:
works
Ernest Oz- ospect. Delegations came from all ing April, two, which was only three noon as many of the cases coming
Wash., died at the residence on the Sunday before.
Spokane,
coal clime in the local Suede, and
ot her daughter, Mrs. James M. mont was found with a good-sized the surrounding cities, the largest mouths after, they were married. up were continued over until the next
last evening about 7 o'clock got into
Fountain avenue, bottle on him, and claims that he from Cairo and Jackson. In addidon Besides dissolution of the matrimon- regular term of count,
'while those
a quarrel wish his wife at their home Clements at a03
kidney trouble. got it from some other young fellow, to the knights many ladies accom- ial ties the plaintiff requests she be tried yesterday wene dispagthed iii
with
illness
on Red Row, threatening to kill ev- attar an
hut did not remember the other's panied the outsiders, and the program restored to her maiden name of Eva quick ordeal) and Mt little iiine conerybody with the Winchester rifle She was well known to many Padusumed.
name.
The main case was that
cutiined was carried out during the
grieve
to
,he carried. He was informed he cah friends who will deeply
charging
H.
was
H, Laving math killing
man
country
the
before
A
day.
All
attended
church
body
in
a
dissolution.
of
learn
her
would be arrested. tett with much
Another Divorce Desired.
H. A. Rose last August at their ofcourt of inquiry, having a big flask in the morning, the degrees were conbravado said he would "kill any ofMrs. Hablizel arrived here two on him. He said he did not know terred
Lulu Fitzgerald tiled suit for di- fice in the fraternity buikting.
If
on a class of forty-two in the
ficer that came after him."
weeks ago from Spokane to visit her the name of the place where he pro- afternoon
vorce
against James Fitzgerald, to this hod been gone into about four
at the Red Men's hall by
Lieutenant Potter of the police (laughter, and in a few days was
whom she was married on April 24th days would have been consumed, but
force dispatched Patrolman littrly taken down with kidney trouble that cured the liquor, but 'that it was not the men, while at that hour the 1905. Thar resided
touteller for four when it was called
yesterday the
to go over and get Ellis. The of- has afflicted her for quite a while, at any saloon. The authorities were ladies heard Rev. Father Nagle lec- months when the
defendant
cormnotrawalth
left
the
announced
it was not
unable
of
anything
him
out
to
get
Singery,
Policeman
ture
chatitauqua.
at the
fcer's partner.
In the even- plaintiff, who
claims he is a drundard ready for trial on account of the aband which gradually grew worse un• that would justify them in getting ing
the big banquet was held at The and hay
being off on another part of the beat.
immoral associates.
til she was claimed by death.
She itence from the city of several witwarrants against anyone.
Palmer, 246 people being present, and wants to be
Patrolman Hurley took with him
restoredl to her maiden nesses, one of which is Dr. H. P.
The deceased was sixty-one years
A number of drunken pedfile could a grand time had. The feast did not name of
Special Agent Kirk of the I. C. yard
Lula Ford.
Sights who is in Henderson, and the
of age and born in Madison, Ind., he found on the streets Sunday, well adjourn until about one o'clock yesforce.
' r
other, Charles Crow, the timber buyThe Home is a four room house, two %%here she made her home all her supplied with liquor, while many terday morning, and during it many
er,
who has gone to California. The
Bankrupt
Court.
Officer life until ten years since whenthey could be seen coming from side doors t.ne toasts and responses were detsp and two down stairs.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt other absent witness is Mrs. Gibosn,
Kirk entered the rear door, and Mr. moved to
oi
saloons,
Spokane, where
Mr.
and Chief Collins yester- livered.
court yesterday issued an order di- wife of the furniture salesman, who
Htoley the front door.
Hablizel controls a large ranch, and day said it was a very harcrproposiThe following are the candidate' recting that there be sold at private is sick and could not attend. Mr
It was as black as hadea inside, is a wealthy man. Mrs. Hablizel was von to handle, because it looked like that were initiated into the order: sale two kits in
Yonkers, New York, Loving was reactir for trial arid a
and while standing in the front door a noble, Christian woman
whoae the drinkers were bound in one way john W. Albert, Albert N. Arts, belonging to the Dryfuse brother's nounced so to 4wei court, but t
Officer Hurley noticed, by the dim many good deeds followed her the or the other get their refreshments,
Chas. G. Babb, Jas. A. Bright, Frank bankrupt estate. The lots were then prosecution got dna judge to po
%he coming in at the window, the country over, and who held a warm but they all seemed to forget where Budde, Barney B. Cleary, Ikke sold at Sla.
pone the proceeding until next
form of some man gliding around alace in the hearts of her many the drinkables came from
when Dugan, Edwin Farley, Jr., Louis P,
tember
when the regular *moan
inside
friends here. She was a member of hauled before the court of inquiry.
Fenney, Emil Gourieux, Geo. W.
Forcible Demises..
be eon d uctedt
Covering the unknow with a gun,
Prahn Doherty yenterdlay got out in
the Presbyterian church and among
Greif, Frank P. Hill, 13-. J. liovekamp,
Officer Hurley demanded that he
The case now being .tried is
Justice
Charged With Fighting.
the most prominent women of her
Emery's court a writ of forcChas.
tirchoe, l'atrick
Lenihan,
Bgin a match.
where henry
col
ible
home
town. kesides her husband she
cktainer for possession of the
Lillie Starr and Adaie Naylor, col- Ernest F. Martin, J. C. Meeker, Jas.
The negro proved to be 1.. Washand. killed Georgie-Nevis, cot
house
is
survived
occupied
by
three
Henry
children,
by
Hester
Messrs.
at
ored, were arrested yesterday by W. Mullen, Martin Z. McKenzie,
ingtnn. and stood in the door dividthe lamer's home on ?well
Otis and
Graham
Hablizel
Doherty Terrell streets
of Officer John Hessian on the charge Edw. F. Pettit, Albert F. Roth, 8o6 North Tenth street.
- hag the front and back rooms.
aChrist mats
wants the place and the justice will
last December
He was asked where Ellis was and Spokane. and Mks. Clements of this et engaging in a breach of the peace. Wm. A. Stewart, Henry J. Theobald, try the
The evide
proceeding tomorrow mornAnnie Once More.
John Thbobald, Louis E. Theobaid,
said he did not know. Being order- city, all of whom have the deepest
be resumed this nverniolt•
ing.
Annie Tolliver, negress, was ar- John Weitlauf, Joseph L. Crahan,
ed to Igtht a match, he would strike sympathy in their hour of grief.
fired at a third party. wive
ne. Tonight the remains will be taken rested by the Officer Johnson on the Will Campbell, Maurice J. Geagen,
one FA) t would Aare up for a mostepped in between thaw a
Case Dismissed.
ment brightly light the room, and t. Indison. Ind., for burial, accom- charge of breach of the peace. She James F. Hoflich, Frank W. Judge,
let tore off his grad partial!
panied
by
her
down.
dauglaer alone, as Mr. was fined heavily only last week for T. B. Keegan, Henry S. Keiley,
then throw it
Justice Dmery yesterday dismissend
The jury gavg,Janes* Drone, colClements cannot go on account of being drunk and disorderly at Ninth James L, Keegan, Jahn Luigi, John the warrant charging Martin Kelly
The Duel Begins.
four years in use. •itaanitiat7
ored,
with
being
having a fight with a yoniag f
confined at home with a badly and Washington, but paid the assess- McCreary, T. L. Wellington, Henry
Washington did this three times,
for fatally assanning Ed Ewell, collow
named
sprained
White
limb.
The
one
husband
day
and
week
sons
last
ment
in cash and secured her freewhen iiiddenly. from one corner of
Wurth, F. S. .Donovan, Mack
ored, at Thor*son's store, three
at Wallace park.
The prosecuting
Brogan, • Cliff
the front rnom, vonierme began blaz- , will loot be able to attend the funeral dom.
Blackburn,
and witirtetee and
miles
from this city on the Cairo
not ehow lip and the maging away at Officer Hurley. The las i. takes over a week to reach this
Albert S. Auer,
pike, last December. Drane knockistrate
then
diecnargedi the accused.
first shot gazed the patrolman', neck.tseetion from the coast.
Alleged Harness Thief.
ed Ewell in the head with/ a board,
and realizing a battle was on in
fracturing the latter's skull ,causing
Interesting
Sermon.
Will Jefferson, colored, was arProperty Sold.
Mr. J. F. Harth has gone tc. Phila- rested
death
two days thereafter.
yesterday by
City
The Knights of Pythias attanded
Jailer
(Continued on Page Four.)
delphia on business.
Property lying in the Thurman adEd Raymond and Anderson VanThomas Evites on charge. of being the Cumberland Presbyterian church
dition to the city has been sold by dress, COlored, both confessed to
an accomplice of John Polk, the Sunday morning in a body,
and Ed Thurman to W. A. Clark for $279 false swearing and got one rear in
negro who is being held on the listened to the annual sermon
by anal the deed filed yesterday with the penitentiary each. One of them
Rev. Eshtnan, who delivered a force- the (de* for
record.
was discharged while working at the
(Continued on Pate Five. )
ful and entertaining discourse.
Ed Thurman transferred to C. M. I. C. railroad yards here under foreBlack liar $toe
property in the man M'insese, VVIrlson. The two then
Thurman addition.
assaulted Wilson but swore daring
The Northview
Realty company the trial they. did not.
It being
THE LIABILITIES AMOUNT TO $39,519.61, WHILE THE ENsold to Ed Thunman for $500 prop- pro•ven they did. they now get terms
TIRE PROPERTIES ARE VALUED AT kazoo—THE AFFAIRS
erty near the Old Boyd homestead for 'wearing falsely.
•
on, West Washington street.
There was postponed until the next
OF THE CONCERN WILL BE WOUND UP IMMEDIATELY.
For $225 property in the Norton September term, at request of tlie
Washington, June 25.—President politic. Hie therefore decided
that as addition was sold by Charles True- commonwealt h. the warrant charging
Roosevelt is now looking forward to soon as a case couid be made
against heart to Albert Overby.
J. T. Not-beet, white, with getting
Yesterday, in he county clerks' the West Kentucky Coal company for one of the greatest struggles of his them in the
courts criminal proceedAndrew P. lionaburg transferred to Grooer Frank'. Rodfue of Fifth and
•otliee, Aeadgnee John Rock of the fuel, while the next largest is adlninistration, and in picking out the ings should be begun, and now the V. K. Smith for $25o property 011 Jackson streets .to cash a $5 -check
Paducah Towing company, filed a $1,366.53, due the Mississippi Valley Standard Oil company he has chosen department of jeritioe is ready to hale Tfara.lian boulevard.
which proud to be worthless. The
Docking company of Mound City, a worthy foe. The Standard is the them before the bar.
schedule showing the liabilities and
greatest
combinations,
menand
of
is
Ill., for repairs to the ateamers and
WIll Be Battle Royal.
(Continued on Page Pour.)
(Continued From First Page.)
assets of this concern, which is hay- barges. The others
The coming contest will certaitdv
of this class aged by some of the most successful
ing its business wound up in the range down to a few hundred dollars. and astute busintess Inert in the be a battle royal. The Standard Oil
and
°ran%
pay its indebtedness in fell. The banks and ituliviauals for money bor- direct. are rim into the billions, and of Ire finest lawyers in the United
schedule shows that the company's rowed, and for which • notes were John D. Rockiefeller, Henry H. Rog- States. These men know the law as
assets, including floating property, given. They are as follows: City ers and their busincsea colleagoes con- well as the lawyers in the departamount to $29,too, while the liabilities National batik $frasoo; Mechanics and trol more ready money than any ment of justice. from the attorney
lack only a few hundred dollars of Farmers Bank, $3,500; First National other clique of firsanciers in this general down. They understand all
country. Their business ramifies in the rtrickis of the profession,
being $40,000.
and all THE CHARGE WAS LODGED BY SPECIAL DEPUTY SHERIFF
bank $9.700; Jake Weil/$3,000; Ed P.
directions, and their influence their ingenuity atatia reaoureefulness
In scheduling the floating pruperte Noble $f000; Citizens Savings bank many
MOORE BEFORE JUSTICE CHARLES EMERY, WHO TRIES
extends not only over the oil indus- will be brought itOtatplay
when the
the list shows the following craft $400; George Jackson, $1,000; Howtry, inel over railroads, mines ani government star Into
THE CASE 'PHIS MORNING AT so O'CLOCK.
secure conaalued at the sum following: tbw- ard shipyards of Jeffersonville, Ind., great manufacturing establishments.
viction. boat Mary Micheal $12,0001 towboat $725; William H. Schroeder $850;
aumnimminwoll.
It has been the popular impression
As wee stated s couple of day%
Woolfolk $12,000; one barge, $i,000; Herman
Friedman, $3,000. This for many years that the Standard
Yesterday
mot
ago,
presicient
-nig
this
1'.
J.
Moore
hope.'
against the management this year,
to wend
two barges at $5oo each; onc barge makes a total liability of $39,519.61, Oil crowd has been more contemptsome of the 'Standard officials to the who is the medal deputy sheriff for and had to be gotten out in the now
at $400; one barge at $1,aoo, and or $10,419.61 more than the available urns of pablic opinion and individual
penitentiary for aceepting and con- Wallace park, got out a warrant iirterial court on account of the et
three open Pittsburg barges $1,50o. assets.
rights than any other concern. It niving with railroan officials to seemc against William Malone, manager of nicipal authotities ibeing unable tr
This is all the company toptrols in
Now that the schedule has been has been alleged that its transgres- rebates and discrimination" which the Casino, who also controls the anything as the park is outside
-- V
the way of property.
filed; the court will enter the orders sions against the law have been more have faciliated the 'efforts of the different concessions at the grounds. city limits and under juriadietlion
e,
The schedale states that $439.ra is directing sale of all the
The warrant charges the manager the county officials.
properties so numeroua and,barefaced than that of Standard to control the oil trade.
owing to the crew on the
thetor
•n
differeat it can be converted into cash and the any othler corporation bearing the Ann doubt the big
men in the with. operating the respective features
Officer Moore yesterday said
revomblance to a monopoly or trust. Standard 'have .ne great an aversion at the fork Sunday in violation of everything was running full fore
boats for services, while
e :lin levelness of the concern wound up.
Whether this is true or not is a for a prison cell a' they have for the Sabbath laws. The charge was the grounds, Sunday evening, this we
$50176.7o 'claims against
fiy; t Mr. George C. Wallace has been
matter of dispode, but the president competition in the oil bovine's, and lodgeell in the count of Justice Em- eluding the casino, nuerry-go-round,
which are secured by prior lien be- presicknt of the towing company
un- long ago concluded that the
conduct
cause it is for material, pplies. etc., til a few weeks ago when
General of the Standard coterie was alto- there is no question that they will ery who will try the proceeding this °vie racket, ball throwing racks, helfurnished.
make as strentrous. efforts to keep morning at to anlock at hi, office on ter-skelter, and other features.
The largest of/ these se- Manager Ed Woolfolk was eleins 4
At
to gether too autocratic and) was having
cured claims is that of Papa owing 'that place.
out of jail as they have to break up South Fourth street.
nightitne a picture show was given at
a baneful influence upon the body the fmnitteas
This is the first warrant issised the theatre,

DIED WHILE
VISITING HERE

s

CHIEF COLLINS HAD NUMBER ABOUT 200 BRETHREN PAREVA
WRIGHT
AND
JOE
BEFORE "COURT OF
TICIPATE IN
THE
BIG
..WRIGHT LIVED TOGETHER
INCIUIRY"
MEETING.

i

Assets and Liabilities of
Paducah Towing Company

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT PREPARING FOR
GREATEST BATTLE OF HIS ADMINISTRATION

For Violation of the Sabbath

.

s addaiao:.
'

,

NEGRO HELD ON iOT THE ONLY ONE CHOSEN THU OPERATIONS
VICE PRESIDENT
THREE CHARGES
PERFORMED
OTHER

FOOD

PRODUCTS IN

NEED OF INVESTI-

GEORGE FRAZIER, COLORED
GOES

BEFORE

GRAND

JURY SEVERAL
TIMES.

GATION.

MR. ELI G. BOONE OF THIS CONTRACTOR GEORGE KATCITY, SELECTED TO
TERJOHN OPERATED ON
Nathan,
New
THAT
President of the
PLACE.
Mrs.
LAST NIGHT.
York Consumer's League,

6[1 THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
BY USIN G THE

Makes a Staten-tent.

The Choice Was Made During the Eight Inches of Bone were Removed
Recent Meeting of the InsurOwen Talley Was Fined $20 and
From Leg of Little Louis
ance
Agents' Association.
Costs for "Mooching" From
Mrs. Maud Nathan, president of
Townsend.
New York City Consumers'
the
Street—Jersey
People on
League, in a communication pubCow Ordered Sold.
Halted in the Evening Post niers to
Quite an honor was conferred
Last evening Contractor George
work done by the consumers" league upon one of Paducah's best known Katterjohn was moved from his resiin packing house investigations some insuranoe men, Mr. Eli G. Boone, &trice to Riverside hos.pital and operIn the police court yesterday time age, says the Lexington Herald. during the meeting of the local ated on for appendicitis which ha;
morning George Frazier, colored, She points out that "people are rare- agents state organization week be- been troubling
him for
several
was held to the grand jury on three ly -stirred in regard to the abuses of tfore
. last at Louisville.
isvo
B ille.e. vs
T
.lie honor months. H look ill -in the spring
different charges, all of which accuse any system until its inherent evils should be doubly appreciated from with this alit-milt, but recovered sui•
1 at
hat
Ilaim of steoling.chickense Inelase0.P.L.AU_ ,theet moten Alm in skarnatie
-to, nos
the warrants Judge Sanders fixed his foerte' NoW• thee Upton Sinclair has the gathering, but despite this was Some weeke ego he was operated on
bond at $300, and in other at $too. given to the contemplation of Amer- elected third vice president for the fie one character of stomach trouble
;Being unable to give bail he went icans the Keels of the packing house Kentucky organization. It is not and Sunday appendicitis developed
situation' in so (:tramatic a form as to customary for an absentee to be again and he was sio ill That the operto jail.
Until next Monday was continued deeply stir their imagination, atten- chosen, and, this selection evidences ation N'as necessary.
the case charging Will Smith with tion is being raid ,to former work on the estimation in which he is held
those lines which otherwise had by the insurance world.
cutting another.
Removed Leg Bone.
Bill Conover' was fined $to and gone unnoticed. A member of the
The officers chosen during the sesYesterday morning Dr. \V. C. Eucosts for a breach of the peace. Will governing board of the New York sion were H. V. Davie of Louisville. banks removed about eight inches of
Smith and Frank Martin were given City Consumers' League nearly two president:
George
Armstrong of the larger bone. Own the kit leg ef
continuances until next Mionday on years ago made an investigation of Shelbyville, first vice president: H. Louis, the little sore of Mrs. Linda
the charge of engaging in a fight.
the stock yards and read a report on A. Schrostter of Covington, second Townsend of Madison between Thiel
Owen Talky was fined $20 for what she found there at the annual vice president: Eli G. Boone of Pa- and Fourth streets. The bone had
'smooching".
• Emoting of elle National Consumers' ducah, third vice president, and F. to be taken out on account of necrosErnest Ozment was fined $1ci and League in Philadelphia in March, J. Hummel of Louisville, secretary. is or rate/ling. caused by an itelamacosts for •a breach of the peace.
1905. "It was due," says Mrs. NaThe organization is that composed tion of the limb. The iad has bee's
For being drunk and disorderly than, "to the statements made by of all the insurance agents over the confined with dines." for the past
Frank Johnson was fined $3 and Miss Kendall that the executive com- state, and ntunhers a membership of month or two at that hme. and e
costs.
mittee of the National Consumers' a hundred or more. MT. Boone could part of the diseased bone was re - '
There was dismissed the warrant IA-ague passed a resolution that 'it not be there, hut has received w .rd moved last week. bet yesterday the
charging Mike !semen with letting take up the investigation of con- of his selection to serve.
physicians found more would have
a stack of material lie out on the ditions under which our food proto come out, so ,the little fellow wa=
public sidewalk fronting his home at ducts are prepared and the working Low Rates to Ashvile, N. C., and ta:.en to Riversis&e hospital where thFourth and Washington streets.
conditions of the employes who preReturn.
eyeration o as performed. The eight
The court ordered sold next Thurs- pare them, as well as. disseminate ofromlng out was between the
inches
On account of the conference of
day. the red Jersey cow taken up as ficial informati n relating to the the Young Peoples Missionary As- ankh. and knee, and the little boy
manfully.
an cstray upon the streets by the preparation of foods.'"
sociation at Ashville, N. C., South- underwent the operation
official MIA' catcher.
Speaking further of conditions ern Railway will sell excursion ticknearer at home than the Chicago ets to Ashville at rate of one first HINTED GERMANY MAY
packing houses, of conditions under class fare plus twenty-five cents for
HELP CZAR QUELL MUTINY
CAMPAIGN CHESTS
24! BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
which food products are prepared in the round ttlp on June 26, 27 and 28
SHOW EMPTINESS New York City, and of the investiga- with return limit of July To. 1906.
Cc-Operation, It Is Said Lik;ly To
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE, KY.
tions of the Consumers' League into
"The Land of the Sky" county is
Follow Meeting at Norde-:ng.'
those industries, Mrs. Nathan says: attractive at all tints and especially
New Yorkers not only eat the pro- at this season of the year.
London, June 25--Vienna, which
Corporations' Cease Paying Political
The
duct of Chicago's stockyards, but glory of the natural surroundings
has long neglected its part of ;Oarinist
Funds; Candidates in Despair.
they also eat the product of New at its height. The Southern Railway sends out the °minors suggr•tion to
to V.
tee our big FREE BIC%
esttm
snowi,.; the most Clan piety lose (.1 high.
Washington, June 25.—The cam- York slaughter houses, and we are traverses the banks of the French the Morning Poe: that the i••,erview
1111:1
t.
,..v;,
TIRES and sit MORIkri at
inhave
only
six
infOrmed
that
we
Em:
Czar
the
route
between
arranged
river
for
many
miles
en
Broad
TILLOW any other usaut.faLturcr or dealer in the workL
paign chests are empty. Gone are
inspect sev- to Aelivills. The eacersery of this peror William at Nordering may be
the days when corporations were spectors in our city to
'amenable to hold ups and big contri- eney plants where beef is slanehtered mountainous region and the delight- considered a preliminary to a sinister
or on esti 4•Nif cf Avner, uatil you hove received our complete Vireo tater
They also ful temperature ;re unsurpassed.
logius 1u,arsung aud describes1 every kind of bigh-grade Ara lew 'Trade
co-operation beeween the reactionary
butions followed a demand for funds or beef products mode' up.
bm.yort, old pi.nerua sad Welk models, r.nsi leirn of our remiart...b•z 1.011
and 'For ftirther information. address miPtary forces of Central Europe
PRICES and wonderful MOM refers made possibk by setting front(WW1
Exposures of life insurance, railroad eat nuts which are cracked
ronme
by
tenement
direct
to ruTicr with no misdieenene profit..
picked
in
dirty
agent of the Southern What if Nicholas were to acsept the
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help of Germap discipline to quell the
terms al- ich no
boom in the wort.t will do. You wOl.:surn eVt1 ythlag and get much other
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then 234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
We need Ruby Agent in every town ani can offer an opportualtj
campaign contributions -bas made of their hamie, alui the nuts are
could not cope
which
alone
he
to make money to Guitalde )i-ung meta who apply at once.
inepoetable.. packed in glass jars without being
collection oreacticellyThis possibili:y opens up a new
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sand" were hopping around titS'I;ecee gentlemen who were once
110 RIOfiE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURE!.
Pedestrians and vehicles,
tinned to sending net a bunch made by the consumers' league that esreete
Result of 15 years experience in tire
The Disconsol 2.
lease remits" and getting hand- a law was enacted during the. past crushed them by hundreds. so thickmaking. No danger from THORNS. CACmanufacture
2 your wol•k,
If
u
toed
prohibiting
the
winter
strewn.
streets
were
the
?).
Notion ilea thick robber treed
responses 'thereto are now
VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
••A" and puncture strips "le
tanement
And study hard. 2,
It is believed the frogs were
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
slled to descend to the indig- of foods in unlicensed
and ••Li," also rim strip "IT'
to prevent rim euttlug. This
be vulcenieed like env other tire.
scooped sip from the marshy low- VII find it ;quite easy
pleading for the money houere.
Ws will wettest any other
Iwo Handred Thousand pales a0VI In actual too Over
The Consumers' League has for lands by the heavy wind, earricd
right thru.
2
It the political expenses are
anake—SOPT. LLASTIC and
Serenty.fivo Thou:4nd pairs sold last year.
the over the city and dropped.
consumers
to
pointed
K.AIY =WINO.
am
years
—Ex.
t. They are met on almost
to be
0
DESONIPTIONI Msde in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined hood,
dangers inherent in purchasing nrevery sn
by a frosty rebuff.
with •special quality of rublier. which sever becomes porous and which clues up small punctures
made in tenement
without allowing the air to escape. we have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
NOTICE.
So Re es is the situation in both tide% of clothing
that their tires h.tve only been pumped u p once or twice in•whole season. They weigh
no more than
secure
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities' being even by several layers of thin. specially
the reptibloan and the democratic room. where it is difficult to
We -are now ready to add about twenty-five good ateeroof
knowii
has
inspection.
It
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back- sensation coninumly felt when riding on ai ;Malt
official
camps that many far-sightod politicienced operators in our factory, and those who apply first .11
Or soft roads is er.erconie try the patent -liasliet Weave" tread which prevents all air (rein reins
disease
squeezed out be-.ween she ore sod the road the.oweeenteng all suction The regular prtee t ;hese
ians are spaying that time is near instances where contagious
secure oee of the BEST PAYING POSITIONS in that r
tires is $S.,to per pair. but for advertising purposea we are making a
into the homes of
• I factory price to ti- ider
when the oustone of terming cam- has been carricte
Several people from your city arc row working in our feeaof only ji.11o per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is receivedWe ship C.O.D. on approval.
'You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented_
paiFens by means of one big central purchasers of such articks.
ries, to whom you may refer, ard ASK THEM HOW THEY
Wf will•11,aw newish discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 114.55 per pairt if yeti send
body will be . discontinued. They
TOLL CASH WITH ORD= and enclose this advirtiaement. We will also send one nickel
LIKE IT. One of these is: A. M. Shelby, Teat Franklin Ave.,
GONE.
plated
brass hand pump sec: leo Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
SURVEYORS
predict That within the next few
St. Louis, Mo.
puncture clesers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satiate( tory on examination.
years each candidate will be" left to
For further information address,
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe an in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
"paddle his owe canoe."
Ordered to Louisville and the Work
Banker, Expresa or lireight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair ol
MARX & HAAS CLOTHING CO„
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, ITICILIF better, last longer and look
13th and Washington. St. Louis, Mo. finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well possed
Stopped at Mayfield.
that when you want a bicycle
'
,on will give us your order. We want you to send us a Mall trial
Opening Crow Indian Reservaorder at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-up-wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, ant
tion—Tickets will be sold to Sheri00ASTER-DRAKES,
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thousuat
The surveyors who have been at
dan Wyo., Billing, and Miles City,
prices charged by dealers and repair inen.w Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
county
write
postal today.
T
suvrno ft
Mont. Dates of sale June to to 26, work for some time in ,-his
'No
'DO NOT WAIT
le or auspaair of
fro ap
nO
yonNeOuT
ntil lytolu know the Peso *If
comthe
e7
railread
have
T.
fer
N.
teefi, :neleaive
!
J
wonderful offers we are making. It only coats•postal to learn everything. Write it NOW. ,
pleted their work in Graves county,
ago6. ,Round trip rate ^no°.
and have been ordered .!o
If you want prompt delivery of where they will be assigned to duties
soda waters. Dope or Dr. Pepper elsewhere, says the Mayfield Messenger.
phone 145 .A. M. Laevison & Co.
It is not known when work will
be resumed in any way on that
122===ten road. This about completes the
survey from Purylear to Cairo, and
Itle• profile is now ready to be comDid you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line d
pleted and turned over to the com7
pany.
begin
As to when reparations will
r• Ili trig o t
roa
urt er
than the survey which has just been
etc., various grades and 'various pr:ces.
made, the public is not informed.
It i expected however, that surHelp your neighbor keep down t he dust.
veyors will be sent here at no distant
day to finish up some minor details
ef the approach to the cityof Mayfield
and Cairo.
NEWSLAUGHTER 350 SUDANESE.
Both Phones 201. 134 South I' ourtb So. 325 Kentucky Aeenue
OLDEgyptian Troops Avenge Maasacre
by Resentful Tribesmen.
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MINIM
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Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which L your time.

Underwood Iypewriter Co.,
LIT
;

IS ALL IT WILL COST Y011

DO MT BUY A BICYCLE af,^v"„„,."'•
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BALDWIN PIANO

tr,t
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, DeptioJL" CHICAGO. ILL
•

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the
Excellence....

pRINTING
Phones:

D. ti. BALDWIN & CO.

It

4Z0
-

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY

202-R

!Se.

2—Three hundred and
M. NANCE.
fifty Sudanese were killed and TOO GUY NANCE,
Manager.
Embalmer.
raptured by else punitive expedition
sent from ET-Cebeid to relieve the
garrison at Talodi. -"which was attacked by native tribesmen early iii
Tune, resulting in the leas of forty
Egyptiens killed.
No losses were
sustained by the expedition. It is
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
etappoeed the attack on the garrison
for Sick and Injured Only.
at Talodi was date to the reeeetneeet
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
of the t ribe mem sit the establishment OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 6g9.
of a government post in their midst.
_
NEW PHONE 334.
PA')UCAH, KY.
Cairo, June

•

KENTUCKY PRINTING
s,
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

MORNING
Sprinkling

It Appeals to The ArtiSirc- and Cuiltired Class an
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
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SPREAD OF MALADY.

county of New York: "Phyeicians
and scientists have long thought of!
the possibility of perfecting the huPNEUMONIA VICTIMS IllICREASB
man race,. _but they have also recogIN NUMBER YEARLY.
nixed the many* difficulties iii ths
way,of caiirying the theory to a practical test. I would
d like
e to see the Medical Authorities Putting Forth
-Ailing accomplished. Nothing but
Their Best Efiorts to Check
'Assistant Secretary W. M. Hays of goo() could come of it—social' and
Inroads of the Fell
the department of agriculture at moral as well as physical. It would
Disease.
Washington, who was heralded as the be. the anointment of the millenium
originator of 4 plan for the creating Any actual test of the theory will
The commission which as appointed
of a more virile and higher type of undoobtedly .be watchen by all the Last year by the New York board or
.American men and women, the pro; ,world, for all the world would be the; health to study pneumonia and whose
ject .being likened to the amazing re- gainer if the end were attained."
preliminary report has Just been sumDr. Prince A. Morrow, consulting marized by the pre:.s, Is composed of
sults in plant life secured by Luther
Burbank, recently declared that the dermatologist of St. Vincent's hos- men of high profeseionsi rank, says the
matter had been somewhat exagge- pital, author of ,:'Social Diaeases and New York Tribune. Yet the problems
rated. -• He has written the following Mlarriages" and president of the so- Involved in tire inquiry are so serious
explanation of the idea for the New ciety for sanitary and moral prophy- that there is no (Anger of securing too
laxis: "Both physicians and laymen exalted a grade of talent for their soluYork 'American:
tion. The disease which the commis"I have been misquoted as indicat- have long discussed the problem of sion
has beea considering has risen into
-intent
improve
race,
the
of
human
ing that a committee on eugenics was
peculiar
prominence of late. Atr one
and
at
the
meeting
last
stociof our
being formed to breed men. The
time consumption caused more deaths
etv
William
Twine
Litylisay,
Francis
C ---te•Hpe ;: not clesient-d to ,! nle-p
thin :
pt:eun:onia
y
•.1
;
.
,
than make a broad study of heredity
ranked second as a cause of morality.
the value of Enforcing medical cerin man in relation to racial 'improv.eWithin the last ten or fifteen years the
tificates front candidates for marmerit.
trilatit.n evch•n Ix laces,in_same-parta_
riage. wItti penal responsihslifier of the UnItzd States. if not in the melessening the number uf weak and
the unfit."
tropolis. Consumption, as a result of
erimnal people would naturally be
the.adoption of mono (21:uttered methConsidered; also that there might be
• DIVORCE MILL.
ods of prevention a:A treiterueet. urks
found ways of encouraging the • ina little less havoc aow than focf.nerly.
crease of,people of strong and vigor- Nev, York Justice Grinds Out 24
Pneumonia, on the other hand, finds a
• ous blood. S:atentents of methods of
Cases Every 15 Minutes.
greater number of v'cams in proportion
studying this most difficult subject
to the population. There is ground for
woulA be entirely premature, because
A New York telegram of Saturday the belief that grip has contributed
ebtatii all that has been done is to says:
materially to tt.is result because it is
itinhorize the formation of the cornBy sitting ureil 6 o'clock last night, often a prelude to an attack of pneuMince.
Justice MacLean, of the- supreme monia and it sadly eiaqualiEes a man for
"This committee is not in any way court, managed to dispose of twenty- succesnini resistance to an illness of anofficial, but .'s part of a society de- four undefended divorce suits, an other nature. Ho•ever, hatever the
noted for the most part to study average of about one case for each cause, the Increased prevalence of pneu:gravest alarm and
heredity in plants and animal,. fifteen minutes. The justice ordered monia has excited O.
perplexity in the medical profession.
Study of the heredity of deafneas, of all divorce litigants to sit in a cerThe commission is convinced that,
blindness, of a tendency to yield to tain
section of the court room. There like tuberculosis, the more acute type of
certain diseases and like investiga- they
were gaezd upon with curiosity lung disease is attributable to the prestions are now quite common among by
the spectators. The witnesses ence of microbes aL,1 that the latter ars
medical men. It is hoped that the .e
were arraigned on seats within the disseminated by the drying of sputum
investigations mny be centered it;
enclosure set apart for lawyers, and as front patients. The organisms are not
the reports of this committee on
each tes:ititel he was directed to leave easily borne about by the air so long as
engenics. No one ha, any neer or
the room. Thus the divorce mill they are moist, but afterward they are
radical theory to exploit in this comas easily circulated as dust particles.
ground
away unobstructed.
mittee. which should be of conserThis fundamental fact shows the desirvative investigators.
ability of deluging a sigh room with sunFor original Dope and Dr. Pep- light, promoting ti .44 ventilation and us"It May he that the extensive
stufbiei of heredity of plants, in per and Dope. A. M. Laevison & Co. ing a brhom only when the floor has
been sprinkled.
asidtich prof/puss has been made in the
past decade, wil throw some light
Some puzzling farts have been elicited
on heredity in man. as it is _aiding in
in the course of the investigation eonductel by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
a better knowledge of heredity in
Ii that pernonococci, the supposed cause
animals. Improvement in species of
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
plants has proved relatively easy.
the mouths of persons for weeks withRacial improvement in man by any
new methods seems a long call, and Negro Evangelist Begins Campaign cut producing any apparent effect. In
to Save Both White and Black
like manee: they are observed in the seeducation and religion in the borne.
Sinners in St. Louis.
cretions of patients who have recovered
in the school and in the church and.
for a considerable interval after the disdaily entact with others must ever
appearance of other symptoms. This
be the great elevators of the races.
The
Reverend Doctor John 1, second phenomenon resembles one
The world is rapidly accumulating
the means and devising the methods Griffin. the negro evangelise, who which often follows an attack of typhoid
necessary to insure good food, cloth- says he is "God's prize fighter," will fever and gives rise to the question how
long such persons may threaten the
ing and shelter to all who will do hold another revival meeting tonight
health of their associates and neighbors.
their part. Education modified so at Nfissonic hall, No. t8 South Tonth
Perhaps more light on this matter may
as to have more of industrial and street. Doctor Griffin says that the be
afforded by further observation.
speefic• preparation to fit for practi- devil has too cosy a time here :n Such information
should prove useful
cal life will better assure to all the St. Louis, and he is eietermined to In the devising of sanitary
precautions
"rim him into de river."
power to make a living.
for • community in which pneumonia
"Under modern conditions, where
"I have been called the `Sin-Ki;- prevails.
not much more than half he peo2le k? by the papers here," said Doctor
Prevention ia infinitely preferable to
are required in outdoor occupations, Griffin Las nigtht, "but that's wrong. cure, but good generals
consider what to
where there is stmeh more highly I aim God's prize fighter, ready aiel do if their first line of defense
fails. The
organiztla in6Jorial. tranportaion. anxious to meet the devil on any only remedial agent to which the cornmerchandising. political and social battleground, and
promise you
'don refers is a blood serum derived
affair; and where a large number drive him out of St. Louis before I from an Immune animal. Experiments
of the people are highly "rained in I nave.
were made, evidently with a view to obspecialties by leing attendance nt
"The devil has things his own way taining hints as to the value of an anschools, the- race is under s nets here, and I thought I
would conic titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
environment.
are' take a fall net of him.
He's the same character having been made
"so careful snide has lie
-tn
-mide' he ot
eg eras. en-ml-di.ng and repeatedly in the last few years. The
alb to. whether the race is. wisely ro-ren.o. on all lindsof vico since the verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
adapting itself to this new envirnn- World's fair. I
tried to get here while the commission seems to have
1 it Inch ;4-is-Ps fie-ce compe- thleu, but I was kept busy in the found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
tintion in some lines, allowing only south.
diagnosis, It appears to be silent about
the fittest to survive, and removes
"I am here now to stay until all
competition along other lines. sotto - St. T.otti* is converted. I want white the remedial and protective qualities of
time* permitting the weaker - part- of for'filt• and negro s alike to conic the article. However, if the serum
which a few physician; even now emthe race to develop.
and see me down the devil. I ha I
"For education and religion to 'em- spelltionnd tonight, falling all ploy, is not all that could be desired, improved methods may yet develop one
have their largest influence the lead- over one another, and just shoutin'
that. can be more heartily recommended.
ers in the schools and churches need till they took
mieetin' away from
to know the radical tendenciee Mae
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
needs to be studied with as much
"I expert a big crowds I did not
care as corn or cotton or wheat. If expect to do any spell bindin' to"Tom" Jenkinson, bead gardener at
the heredity of corn and other night. hirt jets
cottlein't keep away the Peacock conservatories, whose
plant* can he educated possibly the from it.
The whitest and negroes chrysanthemums are on view to the
heredity of races of men can he alike fell on de fin' and praised God ntimher of 3,500, is an ardent Scotchman,
trained. Some of the laws of hered- in dethightee'. I'm froin' to do some with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
fey ity seem to be. the same in all living shin' enough spell-bindin'
tomorrow
He and a few kindred souls have organthings. but there are differences in nietht.'
a bagpipe band that will soon show
the heredity in each species. We
Doctor Griffin says he intends to ised
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
may learn from studies of heredity hold revival meetings for
several
In plants how better to study man. weeks, at the conchnsien of which Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
'be* to study heredity in man we' he expetcts to "drop about i,000
per- kilts after the manner born. It is one
want study man."
sons into the river and wash the thing to play the
bagpipe, but to do it
'New York nhysicians, biologists devil out of them.'
properly one must have the blood of a
and physiologists were mtich inter"Sin-Killer" Griffin says- that he is proper clan in one's veins to give the
ested in the story from Washington accordeitt the same good treatment in
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
regarding the proposed study of the the smith that he has received in the
a Scotchman and only a Sootchman can
h-redity of nem with a view to ele- north, because he practices what
he be a good gardener or a piper. "An
varina the ....serval renrel and nhysi- preaches. and he
fights no one but Englishman learns to be a gardener
eat eneadard of Americans and less- the devil.-St. Louis Republic.
from the top down," says Jenkinson.
•eninr the number of weak_ ELefni-mert.
"A Senkeiseeee _starts-trona_the bottom
r“vrtF011nwier. are collie
- OHIO'S NEW GOVERNOR ILL
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
of *sons eisoo on the tinhiect:
why so many gardeners come from
T)r. John Van Tineen Ynime, see. If Patterson's Successor
They learn bit by bit over
Dies Demothere.' —Pittslintrg Dispatch.
retire of the Verlieni orenso. or the.
crats Will Regain Control.

Higher Type of
American Men
and Women

"SIN KILLER" SAYS
HE'S A PRIZEFIGHTER

•••••.••.i.•••••••••••••mma*

The Economical Spirit.
S. P. POOL,.
Friend- But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for 4
husband.
Widow—But he's Just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend—What has that to do with
It?
BOTH 'PHONES
Whicrw—Henry left such a quantity NO. iso
of beautiful clothes.—t,hicago Sun.

PADUCAH,UN ERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.

Personal DLatter with him,
-Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a country club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money ne
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."—Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Wheez
teks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicke?" said the other. "Flea
the Con rariPst, mo,t Rrlfisv• old
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's rut u.,‘Ither toott
la-hia-heia that- entapni.bizososeabh-lts!
-Chicago Tribune.

Phosphates

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARA ii
IN WALLPAs
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN Li ktfilatED.
IT WILL-PAY-YOU-TO -SEE THE-BARGAINS
-WE-HAVE -TIT-OFFER YOU.

Por the next few days Wallpaper that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per rolL
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we wilt
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete.
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Nindow Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.
initli====ittitilainnia===1
IIIIIIINNIENIIIMIIIIIIIPRI11111111111111111111111M1M111111111111M11111111611

She—I wonder what ailment the kise.
lag germ causes.
He—Palpitation of the beatt.—Chteon Daily News,
Too Fast.
• A dating young man named Magola
Fell out of a bur.,eci baLloon ;
He fell or hts neck,

C. Lee. 315 hay.
:Waste•

J b). COULSON,

•

Exclaiming: "By Heck,
I reckon 1 landed too sooa."
—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Disapproved.
Mamma-Why auict you play CM
Johnny Jones?
Tommy—He shoots crape for money
Mamma—My dear child! And yo.,
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy—Naw, he always wins everything I got!—Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon—And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude—Oh, Algernon! Only a bargain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!—Chicago Daily
News,
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her.
It struck him that he bad never beheld
•woman so beautiful. One thiLg euly
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to weer." sae
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent—It doesn't seem quite rig*
for those men to court that young wido*
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense—But this is an except-local
case. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.—Puck.

PLUM
BIN&
II
Steam and Hot

..

Water Heating.

Phone 133.
529 Broadway.
fievestit.fw4e_miquift.oreiw,„1,Lec"---ztt'W41WRif
INSURE

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office' 306 Broadway

\A

Phones:Office 385—Reside

EDGAR W. WHITTEMQ

Appropriate.
She—Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He—Well, I always said she was inclined to be nutty in her sky-piece.-Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"Hew is you: son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and It never seems to trouble hita."—
Washington Star.
The Ousborn.
"Who was the man that was kicking so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenger.
"without paying' his fare."—Detreit
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything is quiet OWN In
Gotham-Oh, yes: a Man Olfer there
has Just patented a noiseless baby earetage.—Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh.-Glaveland Leader.

REA.L ESTATE AGENCY
npuudi REAL asTA'r.q. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM it

Wit
MONTHLY PAYM&Nlir LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
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'Eaton, a., June 25.—Complete ex- HAM Witch Hasel Shoots Its Seeds.
haustion' and an attack of acute inDo you know that the witch hasel
digestion forced
Governor Andrew shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
L. Harris to hie bed this afternoon. yoet want a brand-new tressatiest, bring
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
While his family hielleoes his illness home Rome breeches of witch keeled havis not serious, friends. express con- ing both flowers and iimpetteeelused pods
Where There's a Will.
•
cern, as hie age, 7t years is against on them and put these is vases of water,
"Old Scadds says he Is dying for
ARE GOOD. OUR
hint Office seekers and politician; The pods buret at the moat unexoeetee ill?, of me."
have hennedled him constantly since times, waking you In the night and pep"Better hurry and marry him, then,
the death of Governor Pattersrm and pering you with their hard, shiny, blacit 0 you expect his dying to ao you any
he has worked early and late since, seeds. Branches that are to be used for good.' —Houstort Post.
a party must be selected with care, to
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW- he %mimed the ()face of governor.
sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
be
Education and Literatnre.
He would not permit his wife to
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
and seed pods that have net opened, it
Knicker—Jack writes for $o
Mrs.
call
a
physician
tonight,
'eying
that
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
possible to do so, cut them the same' quick to buy books.
is
it
medicine would make 'him critically
day they are needed. If they must be I Knicker—Strilres me these soHeepe
ill .
sat the day before they-are neede4, put • Wales must be emotes the six best mitShould the governor die lie state Illsegn in a cold allies 14 water
and wrap en:—N. Y. Sen.
weet14 revert ,to
to the control f the a damp cloth arousd the brazed/es,
ha
•
trearnet
Senator Wi
order to preriat the limeys tress withOne Geed Point.
nressidern pro tern, of the genet
a snag and to keep the seeds Mom betas
"Was his flying machine a *nooses?'
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
Democrat, is' nest in
far (Sc et led too oo6it.-0oustry !He Se
Nals, yes; it failed te work be*,11
11
-111L- TSB.
.1t A
igoveraorship.
"
__
eatfar easeash-mi as hart."-z-Ie.

Our Pure Fruit

L. O. STEPHENSON.

OPPICE PHONE eht-a

RESIDENCE PHONE pa.
•

Mattil,Efinger

Co.

!Undertakers and Embalmers,
isoa

THIRD !WREST;—'PADU9Aintit
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r
,

President Reseevelt is the biggest First Prison Sentence for
"knocker" in the ectuotro, aid thanks I For the first time in the history of railroad rebates and disOritninating
tto his grit, the is, knocking sorno
•
rates, two men have been fined, but;
;AMES E. WILHELM, President the biggest thieves in the country. that amounts to little or nothing, be(Continued on Page Four.)
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer. cause the fines, heavy as they may be,
from
comes
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. A curious story
do not seriously atheist these corpora-.
L. A. Wheahingtion lodges a dean
Oregon or a boy of 16 whose de- dons and do not in the slightest de- establishing with Andrew
P. 1-hamPUBLIGHEi. ,?"‘F THE
pravity anti lawlessness had Made gree affect any of their managers.
burg the line dividing the property of 'MR- JAMES RODMAN CAUGHT
REGISTER rin.WF.PAPER CO. lien the terror of all who knew him,
But at last a judge has been found .both.
i BETWEEN ELEVATOR AND
(Incorporated)
says the Chicago Chronicle. He re- with courage enough and knowledge
Andrew P. liumburg transferred to
'It Register Bunting, 523 Broadway. cen,r threw a hammer at a man and
CAGE DOOR,
enough so send two men found guilty 711/fary C L. 'Roth for es450 property
&radioed his eitult The man's death of "making, accepting and conspiring ion the Harahan boulevard'
Entered si the ;ostoffict of Padu- is expected and the strangest part of
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. the story is that the image before to accept rebates on shipments" to
Order of Sale.
mething Went Wrong the Elevator,
penitentiary sentences.
t11
isborn the affair was laid, has proThe judge di the comity come is
Thomas
York
George
T.
of
New
Year
One
Which
Was
Loaded
With
hold
to
inclination
eel
fessed a strong
was tined $6.000 and sentenced to sued an order permitting Assignee
•• se •• 2-50
Six Months
not only the boy but his grossly four months in .the penitentiary.
'Boyd tto sell the John J. Bleich jewFrightened Passengers.
Three Months
.10 neglectful father responsible for the
L. B. Taggart, also of New York, elry stock.
One Week
——
crime_ This appears to be a new de- was tined aoroo and sentenced to
possibe
not
parture
may
in
law.
Trade
It
Mark
Secured.
paper
this
receive
Sunday evening, about
Anyone failing to
three months in the penitentiary.
eight
Documents were todgedt yesterday e'clock, Mr. James
regularly should report the matter to ble to "make it stick," bet if someRodman
Probably to neither of .these men
of
The Register office at once. Tele- thing f. the kind creed be established would the fine be seriom, because, with the county clerk wherein the Cts,vensboro was caught between the
liefisomb-Hays
They fit right—They feel right.
tic
company patented floor of the Palmer elevator
it would soon greatly reduce the even if he himself was
phone Cumberland 318.
and top
sure immedicrop of vicious and murderous young ately able to pay it, the men for their trade' markt used to designate ef the cage door of the first floor.
hoodlanas which parental neglect is whose profit -he had violated.the law their tic's. The mark is a blue spot. He was painfully bruised, and prehemmer brand, With H. H. C. inside
making altogether too abundant in we:add secure
vetoed front being crushed to death
the money. for
it.
our iitie nerd towns.
only on account of the presence of
Yet, as in all cases of the kind, the
inutel of Manager Thomas Roberts of
sentence or imprisonment will imNickle frames
Si.00
The
Kentucky theatre.
Moral
Awakening.
press
on
them,
because
o
abl
e
ignoOur
Tuesday Morning. June 26, 1906.
Gold
filled
$2.50
Mr.
Rodman
was
here
miny
which
it
they
iscars,
the
fact
attending
(Lexington Herald.)
Solid Gold
$3.00
the Knights of Columbus meeting,
(Continued From First Page.)
are violating the laws of the United
A Washington special to the
The evidences of a moral awaken- States and the plain dictates of comand he, Mr. Roberts and four others
Eyes Tested Free by Graduing and. the tendency toward a mercial morality.
Courier-Journal says:
elsec bad Jennie Guyeserth name entered the elevator at the hotel. The
ate Optician.
elevator boy started upward, but
"A Republican member of the higher moral standard, in every phase
The fine would be nothing. The attached to it.
There were filed away the indict- seemed to be "green" at operating
house from a western state, eays the of our life are unmistakable and in- sentence to imprisonment will be
president is not nearly so strong in disputable. Three years ago the everything. Doubtless, being men of ments charging Tom Young. T. G. the affair. At the second floor, the
'that section as he was at the begia- country merely suspected the exis- means, they will for some time deter Carr and Jiames Green, white, with elevator audddenly dropped to the
tenoe of many of the things of which
robbing John Issabell of See mar the first floor, something going wrong.
ning of the present sessio.
it is now convinced. Possibly. to the execution of that sentence, or Union depot last winter. This virtuThe passengers were all inside.
"Undoubtedly," says he, "there is some
may
perhaps
escape
fact
the
it.
But
circles the, revelations of tire
'ally means a dismissal.
a slackening in favor for him. The past two
The frightened elevator boy opened
that
they
have
sentenced
been
is
so
years have developed noth'Mei jurors' selected for this special
people and especially the substatitial ing nlemr.
'The leaders in finance sufficient to indicate to them and to term, are Steve Mena.nd, George Wl the first floor door and leaped out.
intereste among them, appear to he must
Mr. Rodman started to do likewise,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
have been familiar with all that all oher men of their stripe that at
talcing ills meateures with more care, the ptibtic now knows about insur- last the laws of the United States are Potts, Frank Benda, W. P. Smith sihen suddenly the elevator started
Ira
327 Broadway.
'Rudolph,
H.
L.
Rose,
H.
W.
flaws
beginning
to
see
and they are
Cashing back towards the upper
ance. Certainly many men knew sufficient to bring them to juetice, Rottgering, C R. Meyers,
D. Als- stories.
J.
which before escaped them. He is everything
Mr. Rodman's body was
that Lawson disclosed. ard that no longer can they feel con- roan, J. F. Graham, Baker Overstreet,
by far too liiiptilsive."
Possibly the facts concerning the fident that a jury or a court will re- Henry W. liarwit James P. Smith, caught between the elevator and top
The Register is not fighting Mr. Pennsylvania railroad methods and gard the common servitors of a great
Duncan S. Holland, E. I. Nance, J of cage door, while the elevator was
Roosevelt's betties, for he does not the practices of the meat trust were corporation as above the law.
M. Harper, S. T. Wooten. G. W. shooting upward.
With great presence of mind, Mr.
appear to need any help on that line, confined to a smaller circle, but all
Rust. C. C. Overstreet, F. B. Smith,
of
these
things
known
to
Roberts
have
been
grabbed the elevator guiding
losing
Iriant,
Gtte
Charles
Pete
Brewer,
about
hint
nistake
but it is
men who now dare not defend them.
rope, and reversed it so the elevator
Kirehoff and Fried Kremzer.
His
strength before the people.
It is a weakress of human nature
There are only three more cases. •o was brought to a quick stop.
fearless expostwe of the dishonest to condone and ignore evil as long as
Mr. Rodman was pinioned in a
he tried before the term closes, one
meat paeker& and his orders to jail it is carefully concealed. We may
charging Jim Porter, colored, with stooping posture. People out on the
the St-amain! Oil crowd meets with be sure of its existence, but as long
cutting Sam Bogins, and ass:eking first floor grabbed the bottom of the
as it does not attain publicity we acBerry Smith, while J. A. Donovan elevator and forcing it down relieved
the enthusieetic approval of the peocept the stituatioh without protest
and
Will Jackson are accused of ;set- hum from the dangerous position.
ple east of the Mississippi river.
Indeed, too ofte
i
ttbs- evil that is eon(Continued from Page One.)
ting Walter Tininvonis to brine uhtm
It it exceedingly fortunate the life
cealed is net; t regarded as an
over here from Brookport, Ill , in was not crushed from him, and this
evil.
If there'. . ?en
a moral awalcs close, (bark quarters, the patrolman hie skiff and, after getting to this would
be
Utilerse the general council of Pahave been the result, but for
ening, if w Ai -really striving to dropped to his knees, and then, by side of the river, with reibbin Timducah, take in hand the matter of
Mr. Roberts.
reach a higher
1 plane, it is be- the flash of the gtni being fined et nairas of the $e they gave I im to
:30 AND yo P. M.
limiting the epeedeof automobiles on come we have
Cltatirred
ra
to action
conmenced sending a volley of bring them across.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
MERCHANTS
MAY
the streets of this city some one will by the light of publicity. The great shote into the cornet.
WE WANT Trill CASH.
BE
INDICTED.
be killed. Those machines have no mass of the Arrierican people are toHe sent four treilets in that direc- PINNED BY AUTO.
day
practically what they were throe tion. wheel a form toppled over and
right to slosh through the streets
BURNS TO DEATH
years ago. Their motives and pure relied for mercy. The c.fiticer then
Kansas City, June 25.—Proceekings
at a break-neck speed and especially
poses have chomped but little, if at ordered whoever it was, shooting to Car
Turns Turtle After Explosion may be bronught against the shoe
in charge of irresponsible persor.s. all, but in .t4te
light of recent devel- *tow their gnn over to bins The
and dry goods merchants of St.
and Husband Sees Wife
'Public sentiment is against the °presents their own self-respect forces screaming, prostrate form pushed the
JEWELERS.
Louis. Oinaha and Kansas City on a
Cremated.
dangerous practice and should any them to protest. They now have firearm across the floor towards the
charge of acceieing rebates from raileise Broadway.
one be killed the public will demand proof of many things that were officer, who picked it up and friend
wa)• secured for them by George 1
e•
run25.—While
Angeks,
June
merely
Los
suspected.
Positive
infornxiit
was
a
32
caliber VVIncbesier.
elle indictment and conviction for
Thomas, the New
York
freight
nen for the courageous and public.
By this time Officer Kirk had tersh-1 ning at high speed the automobile broker, who, with_his
r sanslaughtto of the person responsi- ity for the timid have been thechief elute, L.:
J. iNobn, a Los Angelel real
great bed Washington in the mitiffee drew' of
ans for the accident
stimulants to action. Thus far the and weenchred a 38 caliber iron from estate man, turned over and explod- le Taggart, wire in the federal emir,
ed at Colorado street and Orange here yesterday tined and given senante city failing to regulate the cesult of agitation is merely to shock.him.
tences.
the
ptdilic intro condemnation. In
Parties attracted on the outside eirrova avenue. Pasadena, at two
ed of the niaellinee will be miniThese firms, numbering seven, were
5101111e cases
o'clock
morning.
reform
movements for
meerday
lamp,
when
were told to bring in a
responsible for any injetry 'that
mentioned
by Judge McPherson in
already
resulted, but economic it was then discovered that Ellis
have
Mrs. J. J. Cieclori, one of the occu.
, occur,
discussion -aft* the plans for econo- %% a s the one lying on the then welt- pants Wits pinnad beneath the over- sentencing Themes and Taggart. He
t:.
e to death declared that the rebate taker was
mic reform are really in a chaotic ering in his own blood that flowed turned machine and burnd
who, guilty as the rebate giver, and added:
in
the
husband,
presence
condition.
of
her
from the hi pwhere a bullet had torn
'mayor of Chicago is on the
ri
"I assume that these concerns will
was
dazed
unwhile
condition.
in
highet
a
A
moral
awakening
and
a
a
big
hole.
ecerle,wben he talks of indictbe proceeded against for receiving
moral standerd for the surface of The officers then saw that Washing- able to assist her.
.officials for deaths society are desirable results but they
f etoraileisae
Yuhu Henderson, the chauffeur. these unlawful rebates, which can be
ton would light his matchee and
the street ears
Streets ought not to be accepted as the
throw them down as sCoCon as they wxs. burned) seriously and is in &crit- done either by indictment or informaand side las ate for the peopk to final achievement of this agitation. flared up in order to let Ellis, from ical con-Ilion at the Pasadena hos- tion."
While not admeting that such acuse in g g about the city and all In spite of the volatile disposition of his hidden position, see Officer Hur- pital.
the
people
of
spite
country,
in
this
The
other
three
occupaets
of
tion
would be begun against these
the
ley and fired at him.
perseine in charge of ears, vehicles
of their susceptibility to great waves
automobile, who were slightly hrilie- merchants, A. S. Van Valkenburgh,
fired
twice
point-blank
Ellis
at
Mr
and machines should be given to un- of emotion, the problems of today
one bell glancing the rreek cd but escaped with their eves, are the distrist attorney who presectecel
deretand diet the people have the arc not to be solved on a sentimental
and the ether going over the nervy J. A. Crelori, Mrs. E: ht. !'erris and the races, intimated that he matter
superior Agile on the streets, and basis. Moral progrepe, to be orb- falroltrtae's brad. he having by that Roy White.
probably would be brought to the
•
those in iSlasiere 'of cars and vehicles ettanial and permanent Must have time dropped to his knees. anis
attention of the grand jury next fall.
a basis in action and in the organic %earned his fire, which was guided SALOON MEN IN COUR -1' FIGHT
should be promptly jailed every time
structure of society. Popular interARREST IN SCHAFER
CASE
an accident occurs; People being est in what the president has called by the flash of Ellis' Winchester
Washing- Seventy-Six Liquor Sellers Fined and
light
came
After
in
the
conveyed • over . a city may he in a snuck-raking tem not lie maintained
ton tried to play "bully" and everted
Police Get New Clew in Famous
Appeal Cases.
hurry to ,reach their destitation, but indefinitely. There must inevitably for Officer Hurley, when the latter
We handle all the finest and daintBedford, Ind., Murder Mystery.
they must &alit a care for the safety be a reaction. firom the poptilar out- ripped len, in the, mouth with the
eat articles with the utmost care,
cry against certain commercial and butt of his faithful ea special. and
of other people 1116 well.
Marion, Ind., June 25.—A large
and make repairs that are absolutely
industrial abuses,. or at host the knocked every
Indianapolis, Inds Jule 25.—A new satifactory.
tooth front his head. number Of the saloon keepers of
• •—e-resia.
'of
popular indignation mile
wave
line of investigation into the murder
In a leaflet gotten out by the com- ultimately subside. If we do not get his sehdeed Washington, who with Marion opened their places of busi- of Miss Sarah
Schafer, the Bedford
Ellis was erought down to the City ness Memorial day and when ordered
mercial club of Kalamazoo, Mich., out of all this noise and disturbance Hall. 'lu're Washington was locked
1:gh school teacher, was started hers
so,
refused
claiming
to
to
close
do
tat'. ..ito rev eive:e sestrethifith more than 7, mere!" semi, ,•••
to the hospital Memorial day was not a legal holi- tenight, when akilliant Mullex, a
Population espoo; awns its water- mental. moral awakening, something for the dc cto,s to remove the 'bullet day. The police made seventy-six laborer who worked on a farm near
more than the mere condemnation of
Ledford at the time of the murder,
works and electric light plant, both' those who are guilty of abuses and
311 Broadway4
arrests, but the saloons remains"
ird which ars free of debt and from the ostracism of a few captain's of- • Paclusali Boy Shot at Cairo.
open. The Initior league retained at- yes, arrested and examined by the
PHONE sta-a.
ddetectives.
George
Broan,
a
terneys and a strong fight has been
which the income is $200s000 per an - industry. the results will the disapMr. Frank forged, the talj 101,,W11
machinist,
to
gave
the
tip
a
officers
limn; 'bonded debt of she city is pointing. The time is opportune for plumber of Ed Ilannan•s stop. was made in the city court to have the in- hhe effect that Ilkullex was connectsd
!such action as will crystalize popular
shot Smiley afternoon at Cairo. Os dictments quashed. Judge William. with the murder of the teacher and
$444.607 or only 2 1-2 per cent of the sentiment
into defillte and permabullet entering his left leg just be- held that seventy-six of the indict- the inquiry tonight developed that
cent;
assessed value; tag rate i per
nent measures of reform. Those who
low the knee, and for a while it look- ments were good and that Memorial Mullex worked on a farm at which
-fifteen miles of paved streets. so striles tall.- and write have done their work
ed like amputation would be neces- day is a legal holiday and overruled Miss Eva Love, a friend of Miss
of sewers. This is a most excellent well, and never in ,emeriran history sary, hut early this morning word the motion to quash the indictments.
Schafer, visited. Tty: police think
The testimony in each cast was
&sowing and Kalamazoo mey eight- was there greater opportunity or from the Egyptian city is (hat ample
taro. its. .firaa•mtl f"c lookkolc )44.114.*
potato, elertriel foie esseeeSiva.
sufficieat to prove the allegations in
tartion weaild not be neceratary.
ill y be, c asse ** ta progressive i
and dhis record be investigase.!.
staternanship.
the affidavits and a fine of $2e and
the
Dargal
mernbees
and
df
other
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
city. And our readers/ will note that'
costs
was
assessed
Is
A.
in
each
L.
'baseball
city
team,
Ail
case.
The
progreseire cities own their water
RETURN, continous passage hem;
went to Cairo Sunday to play the tieal amount of the fines and costs FOLK PLANS TO CRUSH
The Editor Refuses Office.
ICE
TRUST
IN
and light plant!.
MISSOURI
deb
there.
was
over
game
When rite
was $3,290. The attorneys for the
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
(Jewel City. Kas . Reptibliean.)
•
they boarded a ettreet car, en route iiquor league gave notice that they
Prosecuting
Attorneys
in
Many
A posit/office and a newsparter each from the hall ground to the depot will appeal the cases.
What has become of the Paducah
berth included.
reqttire soneehodele undivided atten- to return here.
name'
negro,
Counties
A
Asked
to
rissist.
of
investigation
AeSociation
Bar
tion. Mien qualified to run either
cart ant LAWYER SUES BROTHER
_
sortie of its members? If the reports one satisfactorily are hard to hold Nordin Davis, got on the
refusing to pay his, fare, go into
Jefferson City, Mb., June 25—Gov. ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. pair
AND
SISTERS
FOR
FOOD,
sa:
ago
that lisakled out a few weeks
these days. Another reason is that trouble with Conductor W. J. Kegeroor Folk has decided to take a of five or over $1.5o each, without
correct, the next McCracken county when a man has held a good office
who put him off.
Ieavit. pul- Michigan Attorney Demands Price of thand in the crusadk• against the ice meals; $2.00 with meals.
grand jury should return a few in- eight year, he ought to teach him- led his seri and commenced firing at
self to fie eatistied and get out and the conducer who was hit three
Good music on all the boats. For
Supplies for Common Ttable.
Letters have been seat out from
dictments against a shyster or twa
,eor rorneheelv else a chance. The firr.es awl may die. Dargal tried, to
further particulars see
the
executive
prosecuting
officers
'to
for /barratry. The public is entitled thira reason is that a woman whose
Detroit, Miele, June 25.—A /MC't attorney* of all counties containing
leap from the
car to get iitit of
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Tue. Agent..
to protection from legal sharks and judgment is pretty good. was dead harm's way, when one ballet struck remarkable bill has been fikd in a large cities, asking them to investior
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus.
any
office
our
having
set
against
the
associotion
has
not
the
if the bar
his 'eg. lie was taken to St. Mary'. lawsuit by Harvey Anderson, en at- gate the connections of local ice
Agent. Phone u.
longer.
it
She
is
claims
'betthat
his
1
against
Traverse
hi,
torney
city,
dealers.
morning
The
inarteeey,
letters
grani
'
of
requests
and
that
the
yesterday
out,
kick
them
cermet° to
ter to live on less and have a little two sisters, Mrs. J. Attidy Bauer and three sisters, Jennie, Miargaret and they learn whether the dealers* are
jury should indict .them and. let the More time to enjoy what we have.
Mamie Dargal. of thit tits Angeline, end his breither, William S. affiliated with any combine, stich as
public know who they are.
went down to attend his beaddsidde. Aridlerson.• lie asks $450, of which the governor .bas been told exists.
Phone is45 for original De. Pep- He will he brought home when able. Sato is claimed as attorney's fees and
It ie charged that the, ice dealers
The giant fire crachiers • and toy per aridDope. A. MI. Latvison & Co.
was arrested iod hr for food furnished for the coinrmen of St. Doti* have agreed 'to raise the
nt.gro
The
pistols are already Claiming new
hours lynching wae ,talleed of. The table by himt .dtrring that tim'e, and prit-e of ice and maintain a schedule, Sold at
victims, so the hest thing to do is
Little white lies soon become soiled. condition olyestley,is serietiitha. adds claim of.,$5, for writing the
.
forty's Buffet
to &oppress that form of celebration
'A big head Is often the result of
is a very pi-loiter yotg man of ;MAW read by4is brother at the old). 'POT- original Dope and. Dr. PepMinor Novae INIC
entirely.
few
.
11 ideas.
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settler's meeting a year ego.'
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;
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REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

• J. L.WANNER,
Jeweler

•

EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

LOST AND,Wit HOSPITAL BOARD STREET CAVED IN C AUTAUQ1111
ft
HOLDS MEETINO
IS NOW OVER

PADIUCkH AND JAtiSCKNVILLE
BREAK EVEN IN DOUBLE
HEADER.

Danville Slugs CairO A1 Over the
Lot—Mattoon-Vincennes Break
Even.

EMPTY SPACE EXISTED

TWEEN STREET TOP AND

I

CALLED SESSION BE HELD TO
DECIDE UPON IMPROVE-

TUNNEL BELOW.

MENTS.

Cave-in Occured Yesterday, But.1t
Is Now Being Rapidly Repaired

General Manager

Rawn and Other
Officials Passed Through This
City Last Night .

How They Stand.

BE- I

by Employes of Water Co.

!piLR SHAW

EXPRESSED HIMSELF AS WELL PEASED BEFOR DEPARTING.

foloitati
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FORS YEARS

The Association Officers Held a
Meeting and Found They Did

Yesterday a big hole caved in in
Remarkably Well.
the street fronting the water comCairo
pany's pumping station on South
Vincennes
A callied meeting of the board of First near Washington, and it is be.5111,0
Despite the fact that last week was
Jacksonville
.520 directors for the Illinois Central rail- ing rapidly repaired. The cave-in
is
bad„one, as regards the elements,
Da riville
.4n1 road hospital will be held Thursday large enough to drop
a horse into, the chauauqua had every feature of
Paducah
afterno
on
at the instiution for the and occurred above
•40
.
3
the underground success that would
gratify, but
'Mattoon
.360 purpose of making final decision retunnel leading from pumping station would have been more
so by one
garding the additions and improvedown to the river.
hundred per cent, had good weather
se
Yest
ments to the hospital that have been
.. The tunnels, were- dug several years prevailed, so stated Mr. James Shaw,
44
&fore the board. for some moths.
Paduican, o1; Jac
ivi8e,
At that time all the directors will be ago when the water company put in the general superintendent. Under
Vincemies, o-8; Matt.00n, o.
here and something done towaed the new engines and filtration plant the circumstances he thinks the atDanville, 5; teiro, 3.
awardihg the contracts and starting at the pumping station. The roof of tendauce and interest could not be
the tunnel is composed of arched improved upon, and expects
the work.
a huge
I.
Results Sunday.
steel beams that hold up the earth affair next spring, when
he returns
Cairo, 3, Danville, a
placed
back
when
the
work
was
finto conduct the second of the annual
To Remove Bullet.
.
Vincennes, 3; Nflattoon, 2.
ished. It seems that when the dirt events. He left last
evening at 6
Jacksotiville - Paducah. rata
.Surgeon Morrell will let the swel- was put back on completion of the
o'clock
for
Bloomin
gton,
Ill., having
In making a selection for a commencement gift
ling reduce itself in the wrist of tunnel that it settled compactly
or a wedding present
on received a message Sunday announc- let
us call your attention to a few new things wi
Schedule for Today.
Switchman Thomas McKinley before top, while underneath it
have. You must set our
fell on top ii4 his father had suffered a stroke
Paducah at V i nee lutes.
beautiful line of
the bullet imbed(bed underneath the of the beams. This
left a several of paralysis that affects his throat
Cair0'..at Mattoon.
skin is removed. The wrist will he foot empty
space
between the top of and vocal cords. From Bloomington
st 'Jacksonville. in condition in a few days to work the
tunnel and crust of gravel and he goes .to LaPorte, Ind.,
:sea.
to transact
on. McKinley was accidentally shot earth
composing the street. Passage some business connected
jeclasonelle. in
mit, 25.—Padv- at Central City where he works ie
with the our perfect line of
et heavy vehicles over the crust chautau
cah and Jacks()
qua to be given there.
e even to- the yard.
caused it to finally give away yosterErrors an "Inability to :lit
day.
Miss Ruth Hemenway left last
(lay, but fortienately nobody was hurt. evening
Akers. who pitched seven innings for
for Cairo and Wickliffe to
Able To Sit Up.
Immediately, the water company visit friends
Ltinsitics iand aitt=t-6117jnaro hits
before returning to her
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See
was responsible
for loss of first
The stranger, Henderson, is able management put me to work filling home in Evanston, Ill. Yesterday
the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver pelees—oar
game. Downing's wind work ivon to sit up at the railroad hospital, but up the hole, and it will be fully re- morning at t:4o o'clock Rabbi
prices special for May—Silver
Leo
paired
by this evening.
the second contesej..i
,
cannot leave his ward.
Mannheimerm returned to his home plated work at 54 price in knives forks, and spoons.
He was
Inn,—
I 2 3 5 6 7 48 9—RHE knocked down.by a string of cars
Engraving free on each peice.
in Cincinnati, while yesterday mornCall early for choice of selection.
ooliooaox--atot in'the local. aards and his
Jack.
face fearing Father Nagle left for his home in
Pad.
10.;o
o o 11": 0
4 nd9 —o 3 j fully crushed some three since.
Dubuque, Iowa. These reverend genBaueries--kf,
A
tlemen
were the ones speaking SunBrafic and Nippert.
Hight Officials.
(fay,
Rey.
Father Nagle in the afterSecond game:
noon, Rabbi Mannheimer i The even7nee,taist evening at 7 o'clock a special
2 3 4,„1, der o—RHE
(Continued From First Page.) ing.
Both were greeted by large
315 firoadway.Guthries Old Stand.
here from the south
o o o cs•
o 3 3 5 3 train arrived
to0O0 2,e90 3-6 7 o bearing the following high officials charge of stealing so many sets of crow*, despite the fact it rained
Pad.
hard during the day and after nightBatteries—Fox and Belt; Wright of the Illinois Central railroad: Har- harness from different stables
over fall. Their addresses showed
the
ry McGourt, superintendent of south- the city. It is charged
and Downi
that Jeffer- speakers to
ern lines: T. G. Raw-n, general man- son goe
be men of polish and
a set belonging to a Mr.
learning, as the speeches were among
eater for the entire road. and H.
at Danville.
• Illug
Tucker.
the best_ heard on the grounds during
Danville, tit, June 25 —Two hom- Safford. chief engineer for the sysers, t-wo doubles mod eight singles tem. They remained here until 9
the
entire ten days and nights.
Another Wheel Stolen.
were mode by the Yetstosisy. Long o'clock
Ontlierrillfr W411-, gsneral
Prof.
Fletcher, the physical culture
Some party yesterday
informed
.Agent John T. Donoven'intflother
of Cairo also got home rust:
police headquarters that aMonarch lecturer, has remained here for a
RHE local officals, when they then went bicycle
had been stolen. The loser period of two weeks to give instrucDanville
5 it n to Nasheite, Tenn.
telepho
ned
the information, but be- tions in this science to the children,
Cairo
3 34
fore his name could be procured he who received his attention in large
St. Louis Excursion.
numbers during the chautieuqua.
ring
off.
Sunday morning abaut 7 o'clock
Even Brs at WattOon.
Yesterday the auditorium tent and
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND
THE
CHOICEST
arailiain. Ill., Jane 25,—Each
there arrived from St..I.ouis. by way
STYLE
effects
were
shipped
S FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKE
other
'to
Decatur
,
Saloon Closing Law.
o,ok a gams .pd:
TS AFof Brookport, an excursion bring sevFORD.
Ili.,
for
use
the
in
big
gathering to
THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER
Chief Collins reported yesterday
RHE eral hundred people, who returned
IS
BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES
that the soloons were abiding by the be given there.
HERE FOR HIS
Mattoon
4 7 0 flat evening at 5:30 o'clock.
CLOTH
Last
evening the chautauqua assoES.
WP STAND FOR EVERY
new closing law, and that none of,
Vincennee,
GARMENT
o5 5
ciatim bold
TURN OUT.
meeting arid checked
them opened tbeir doors before
Batteriea--McCirthy and Schisaell;
Preparing Downtown Office.
51,.verAa
c
ir business which showed
Chienault and Matteson.
• Yeaternay much of the nealo.forrais o'clock yesterday morning. He ha.s'
ture was installed at 430 Broadway instructed the patrolmen to keep a they 'cleared all expenses and had
Second' gliisr? ‘;
'
money left over This i- considered
REE for' the new downtown (iffiest iaraitie sharp lookout, and arrest all who
'mutually good, inasmuch as it was
Brit opened :,y the N. C. & St. L., rail- violate the measure. The
Vincennes
••
grogshops the fast
event of the kind ever conNeattinOrt
o 3 5 road. witli Mr. Arthur Patterson in closed at midnight last evening
.
ducted here.
Batteries—Farrell and Matteson; charge. Mr. Patterson was brought
McCarthy and Sichiseell
Fere from Atlanta. Ga., to assume
Burglar Discovered.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
control of the new office. The winSends) morning shortly before 3
do. s are beiteg painted with gold o'cleck NItsF Jenytte Campbel
CAN'T KEEP cpciacs
l awoke
ON ISTHMUS. lettering, and everything gotten in- at their borne- on North Seventh near
Servia has been suffering from a
ti proper condition, but it. will bin a Jefferson street, and
discovered a plague of butterflies. The fields are
Washington,
35.—One week or twai yet before, t*.,plece
C.. J1s
burglar prying around the room.
white with them, and the government
of the great
ultie
which rem:), to be openel for business. Awaiting until he
fa:copral into a has offered a reward
I%,
for some wa;
comMission has to W:en it 'le done OE Southern Ex- 'oar, she arose, and entering the next
•Panama C
of
extermi
nating
them.
room
present
any
will
roma
move
its
room.
WE
HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN IMPORT SHIPM
contend is co
awokt her father, who rushed
ted wtEIe cleriEUT FROM
Bursting into song as they climbed EUROPE AND
cal force at work --05—ttie isthmus. offiea from South Third and occupy out, hut the intruder bearing thism
WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE BEST AND
MOST
Swiss
a
mountai
n,
a
location
party
the
tourists
jointly
of
new
the
with
dashed
DESIRABLE INSTRUMENTS EVER SHOWN IN
out the front door. Nothing
Men eager tos.tp Panto& tire of
PADUCAH.
started an avalanche which overwas taken.
their jobs witran't'yewe days after ra•li oad.
whelmed a flock' of sheep. The tourlanding, and there is scarcely one of
ists are now being sued by the owner
"MOTH
ER."
Stolen
Wheel.
them who is not paling every posof the sheep.
sible wire to aid him in getting away.
Sunday evening Dr. Horace T.
An American chemist in the City of
First
and
Word
Las
Uttered
An advertisement published this
Rivers had his wheel stolen from his Mcxico says
that sugar of the very WITHOUT QUESTION, WE ARE SHOWING THE
by Man.
LAR
morning in a foal paper demonstrates
hall at their residence on North finest grade
ASSORTMENT AND THE FINEST VALUES
The first word a child utters is apt
can be made from the
IN STRINGS Ibow anxious these clerks arc to get
Sixth
street.
OFFERED IN THIS TOWN.
Someone slipped it on' juice of the maguey plant. A
"Mother," and the old man in
comhack to -God's countrr The adver- to be
his dying dream calls "Mother!" of the place. Last night the watch- pany has been formed to try the extisement reads: "CU service transon prr.men*.
mother!" It matters not whether she man of Langstaff-Orm's mill
fer. I am receiving $5,725 per annum
Warren Belcher, for
was brought up in the stirroundiags South Second street imported he had
fifty-three
in Panama. Will transfer • way clerk ,0.1.
a city and in affluent home, and found a bicycle by the lumber yard pars postmaster at Winthrop, Mass.,
receiving $1.000 or ovcc that in
was dressed appropriately with refer- gate, and it is believed to be that has resigited, to be succeded by his tUttntiliftl2lUMWSNMN1=====flt
Washington.
efe.
ence to the demands of modern life, lost by Dr. Rivers, who will look at son, David Belcher. In time. of service, he was the oldest postmaster in
or Whether she wore the old time cap t today.
San FrantligsehiUndauted.
flit United States.
and great round spectacles and apron
(Incliarrapolis
eNws.)
Struck at Another.
A new plant called "malva" has
fuse to show eileat it will take f.otlle• of her oisin make, and knit your
been
discovered in the state of Sinasocks
wth
James
her
own
needles,
seated
McLaugh
by
lin yesterday had
thing more than an earthquake to
loa. Mexico, that produces first-class
land a 'filar plexus San Francisco in- the broad fireplace, with great black Gladdy Scott arrested on the charge
fibre. It is much drier than the famcreased its Internal revenue receipts logs ablaze on a winter night. It of trying to strike
McLaughlin.
ous maguey plant.
matters
Officers
not
Hurley
how
many
wrislelis
and
s
Singery
for tile first two weeks in June
arrested
63 oikr, the rekrinfs
John D. Long, ex-secrttary of 'he
'Sot ttie corms_ crossed and recrossed her face, or the accused.
„
navy, is much opposed to the new
ping peri&J last veal..
Twit how much her sholders stooped will:
system of spelling. He says: "to
Negress Arrested.
glorious climate has on
more been'the burdens of a long life, if you
Hattie Parker, colored, was arrested spell well is the distinguishing mark
painted a Hodonna her's would betke
•?r
rinflitated.
•
•
.10
'7
•
race. What a gentle hand she had by Officer Senser yesterday on the of a scholar as much as good man'f
r
ners are of a centleman "
char
Lexington's Siteirese gaersig. _ when we iver-c_siak_
Lexington, Ky., June as. _mayor. to sooth 'pain, and was there any oue Wheeler, an inmate of a West Court
Combs has received a copy of a reso. who could so fill tip a room with street resort. It is claimed the cursing
ta;
lutiem indorsing his, actisint is regard peace and purity and light? Aird occurred at Ninth and Washington.
to Stmday closing of saloons., which what a sad day that WAS when we
is siesta, by everi.' iiiinisteg Of the came home and she could greet, us
Wheel Found.
This morning at 2 o'clock Lieutencity except Father !Ivry, of the not, for her lips were forever still—
ant Potter, a fthe police force, teleCatholic church.
It is 'alio' Mimed Vincennes (Ind.) Commercial.
phoned The Register that 4-is had a
by She commander -of the local Sal
.on Army. and the manager of
bicycle of Oriental make, No. 80,332
Kentucky Diamonds.
114 heititroon Y. M. C. A. •
The Winchester Democrat says: that is awsatng the owner.
The experts from South Africa a-ho
LEAD REACHES ko PER TON
Citisens Wise Bomas for Factory. are interested in
the syndicate to
•Miettico, Mn.. June 25-7-Tbeycjtitens work the Elliott county
HIGHEST PRICE EVER PAID.
diamond field,
of Mexico have raised $22,000 in the are putting in
3 Horse Power Motor.
eight Thousand dollars
last two dlavai for a shoe factory,' worth
Zinc Goes to $5o on Joplin Market,
t 5 Horse Power Motor.
of machinery for that purpose.
but Both Decline Later.
Morris Brother., cif .31. Lois, Will Numero
I 5/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
us stones have been found,
Jloplin, Mo., June' 25.—As high as
operate the
factory and the airork I and with
8 Horse Power Motor.
an initelligent working of $90
per eon was) paid for at least one
on the buildings will begirt' istinie!the
TO Horse Power Motor.
dyke the experts believe they will. bin
of lead. It is' the highest price
ately.
soo Light Dynamo,
develop the most valuable diamond ever paid
for this mineral, and the
field in the world.
/ to 300 horse power. Best, cheapaidvancie in price Wit& made in the
Chroric Horse Ttid IL Md.
face of a declining metal market.
est .and most economical.
Evansville,' Ind., • InOri.;25.— Leark
Man Who II Mot laic{
Fifty dollars wag paid for ita WaifSpecial attention to electric lightChalmers, aged 7o Wag' kfksted hero
(Louisville Herald) •
dloten bins of the very choicest zinc ing plants.
today..for_horse stealing. ite(4.),"
31
The man who knows better •bovs ore. Prices
of both ores' declined
served three terms in the stsgpel.Aesort to do
151-113 North Fourth Street
another man's work than lie at the end of the week,
on a drop in
for horse stealing ant( adnican does hie
own is not safe for a4 the demand, lead going
to $86 and
gist resist stealing heteilblii
tS
n
kind of work.
„zinc to $48 per tor*"
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Abram [. Well 6( Co.,

Campbell Buildii g.

Both Phones 369

DO NOT BE HASTY

Niagara Falls Cut Glass

High Art Hand Painted China

MUST HAVE A
SUNDAY TODDY

•••••••••110

Eyes Tested Free.
J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.
Jeweler and OpticiaL.

Our Han
dso
me
Spr
ing
Fab
ric
s
ARE NO
W ON DISPLAY

Dicke & Black,

1516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TA

Guitars and Yid

Guitars from $1.40 to $15.00
Violins from $300 to $20.00

Harbour's Book Department.

•

First -Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Bleich, I

,..=====

224 Broadway

,

PADUCAH, KY.

We have on hand
For Sale:

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

HARRY E. WALLACE,

A I••

Ikkt '

-

Heroism.
'"This little tale of mine," said
Woodby Ritet, "is founded upon itteL"
"Yes," _eplied Crittick. "it's very
evident that :ou are the hero of it—
you and no ot :ter."
"Why do pee say that?"
"I observe t iat you have the courage
to sign your Lame to it."—Philadelphia
Press.

of Roland, had taken up arms to re•
slat the impost cf a tribute tax levy
of or million carol]. The emperor had
SY MARY BIENINSTOCK.
given over 14 of the ringleaders to
death by tire at the bands of Jacques
We trudged our way through the
Barra. But still his vows of ven-.marrow Ghetto streets on the afternoon
geance were unsatiated. There reBy ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG
..of a sultry day until we reached our Chin
(Author of "A Congressman Made to
mained the Tongue of Roland and the St. Louis mit Tennessee River PackOrder," e(c.)
der, which was a dingy apartment in
beliman from whose hand had swelled
oa tenement house. We were very rest•
et company—the cheapest and boa
the calls to war.
(Copyright, isros, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
less and boisterous. but our Rabbi Jo.
Jacques Barra beat again upon the excursion wet of Paducah.
Loratine• the Strong Ann.
Will be keenly appreciated
I sat before the hearth in my dark- door. De
Lannoy stood within with
Patience—le she observing?
ened study. I was musing upon a back set
wally did. His thouzlits teemed too far
after
a trial by people who sufhard against the great oak
Patrice—Oh. very; why, when she strange addition which the afternoon
away. I looked at him closely, for his
fer
from
headaches---severe or
panels.
Then he shot back the chains,
preoccupled air always made me won. meets a man see always does something bad brought to my curios. It had come relied
mild, occasional or chronic.
the
door,
across
and
bowed
low
to find out wteether he is right or left. from Spain—whence the source or
der what his past life had been.
They never fail to
the threshold betere the someone herdonor I knew not.
He was about 60 years of age. Pow. handed.
ald.
Upon
the
bell-ringer's
right
arm
"What for?"
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten was
-erty must have been his corstant corn.
sewed a telltale band of white.
GIVE QUICK
"So she'll kr ow which side of him to with the rust of exposure, corroded
It is a trip of pleasore, comfort
canton, because furrows of care were
It was the badge of the rebellion.
RELIEF.
sit
on."—Yonhors
Statesman.
with the age of centuries. Here and
-on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
Barra looked down upon De Lannoy, and rest; good service, good table
there were seatns and cords that stood
•eyes peered out of their sockets as it
Easing the pain in a very few
and with a sneer upon his scarred and good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
It's a Fact
out like swollen veins in the forearm
• they implored pity, and were now and
bearded countenance, gruffly interpo- Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
difference
nite
"It
any
doesn't
if
a
of a laborer. The rust I first mistook
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
Minutes.
lated:
For other information apply to is;.
'Father. On the side of his ears hung woman is six feet high and weighs 357 for blood. Blood was not incongruous
"I am the man of Charles.
his
two earloeks, according to oriental pounds," said the home-grown philoso- with the fantasies which this strange
Frank L
order I am commanded to take posses- Koger, superintendent;
thing sent swirling through my brain.
fashion.
His beard was long and pher.
sion of this belfry, tear from its roots Brown, agent.
"Well?"
Then there were two indistinct inhoary. His shoulders were so bent and
"Sooner or la' 2- r some man will come scriptions, &Imola eaten away by the the Tongue of Roland"—he stopped
eeurved the he seemed to have borne the
"It
short a moment, and then ad,:ed in
yoke and persecution of his race for cen- along who's wl !ing to call her "little honeycombing of the elements. At the tones
into the heart
sink
intended
to
girl.'
.Sun.
"—Cleicas
\VI)
,
will
you
suffer?
upper end of my iron cudgel I deciphered
turies. A layze .Helerew book lay open
of the bellman—"and should I encounDRUGGIST
ley-.aid of the microscope an indistinct
before him, as if the very leaves spas
Whe-t
ter- resistance, I am to use ray own
BEST WA'
LOOK AT IT.
date-1540. It. was set across a coat-ofto him and revealed the powers and
discretion. Remember Levien Pyli"
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
arms. The escutcheon I could not
aptee dors of the Almighty. Although he
"Who was Levisn Pyl?" sullenly
however,
I
that
thought,
I
out;
make
was poor, we boys always revered him
answered De Lannoy, spe.rring for
TELEPHONE 63.
saw a bishop's miter and a headsfor his age and ancient learning.
time, although he well'knew the grewwas
head
swollen
the
On
man's
ax.
Tlsen we seated ourselves upon a large
some story.
cut in crude letters: -The Tongue of
wooC.en bench, which creaked under us.
"A 1:11111 after your own black heart
Roland."
Moses, who sat next to meepricked my
—a dog of a traitor with a white bade.
rusty
strange
cudgel
of
my
With
feet with a pin under the table. This
upon his arm"—he pointed with his
tiack came a scrap of parchment, evimade me howl, and I vowed that when
sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He will cure that awful pain.
register.
tower
a
torn
from
dently
we were (Ilt
.,1 I would repay hint
died—but unhappily. I, the man of %Has cured others,
will cure you.
Across the top of the page stood forth
with Jute:ea.
Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers tail
in letters bolder than thd rest the title until he
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern.
swooned from loss of blood."
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
"Ghent." Then followed this straene
tog voice, -if you promise to be good I
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Ile laughed mockingly and threw his
we will gladly tell wou about it.
entry:
will tell you a story afterward." •
Residence too Liay, Old Phone 1691
face.
Lannoy's
steel
into
gauntlet
De
April 17, 1540.—To Mr. Jacques Barra,
This made us quiet soon enough, for
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
exetutioner. for having tortured twice
we always delighted in the stories of •
Jean de Lannoy, beilringer, it sous. To one of the attendants and tore front
our past glories. Yet I must say that
the same for having executed, by Cr-c, said nis hands his short sword. With it he
Lannoy, 60 sous For having thrown hit
perhaps we thought more of the core
cinders into the River Scheldt, 4 sous. For disposed of tie servant from whom
tng story than of our prayer. Then, in
plucklng out the Tongue of Roland. HO sous it had been snatched, and turned upon
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re.
The Tongue of Roland bung be- the herald. The wounded attendant
—DENTIST—
cite; a psalm with real vigor. Our heade
The flickering fell to the mosaic pavement with a Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone a37,
Drather Sitdown—Whet's de matter fore the ,mantel.
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
flamee swung its long black shadow rroan. Like hungry tigers two other Seventh and Clay Bt. 'Phone 38.
wit' yer patent leathers. Easy?
Trnehart Budding.
the noise, the bench creaked terribly.
fellows leaped upon the bellman's back
Easy Walker-1 guess de patent's ea. tack and forth across the tiles.
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
And then a strange thing happened. before he could make another move,
Wed.—Chicago Daily News,
• began as follows:
I fell into a waking slumber: I and bore him to the ground.
"You know it is sometimes a relief
creamed of the Tongue of Rcland, of
Still Locking.
A leathern thong was wrapped
to tell all'that lies upen one's heart:- I saw men excited!), searching the OLT—
the bishop's miter and the headman s arceend
Lanney's wrists and twittA more frantic concourse I never bad ex, of Jacques Barra and De Lann.oy, ed taut until cruel channels were
He cleared his voice and gathered
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, zoo&
seen.
courage.
I caught a glimpse of the story of my geur.ed into the unprotectel skin.
I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
"I had wealthy parents and received
la all this commotion, air—what does It rusty black cudgel. Here is the tale:
"Now for the bell, men." Barra
•
•
•
•
•
mean r•
a gooil education. My youth passed
SOUTH BOUND
cried, pointing upward with his sword.
No. tot
No. 103
No. tea
trees,.
loakIng
"We're
with
dr."
sail
be,
away happily,. for I knew no cares.
"I've seen pictures like it, John. Its "Tear out the clapper--and make short
Leave Cincinnati
. 8:20 a.m.
ious sigh.
6:oo
•••••
When I was 2.? years old I married
-A woman who kindled her tire with ben- Islands by two intersecting streams, work of it."
Leave Louisvillei
12:01 p.m.
7.3o UAL
9:4o
Insther, a good and beautiful maiden.
It was quicl:ly done; Roland', Leave Owensboro
6:so p.m.
9:00 1.111.
Site was the daeehter of Rabbi Ben --.1111;gC,
tongue hung upor a coupling which
Leave Horse Branch
2418
p.m.
12:08
S.M.
1103 a.m.
ea
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
'one man could readily loosen.
Horse Sense.
. 3:3o p.m.
Leave Central City
1:03 a.m.
'a:3o p.m.
Oh, Father. keep it within thy care!"
Earra laughed again with the old
CD
Nortonville
Leave
1.40 1.171.
1'8 p.m.
4:08 P-m•
.
_
Here he lifted up his hands and his
hempen
took
sneer.
the
rope
He
eZa
"Yes, my son."
Leave Evansville
12:50 p.m.
8:3o a.m.
voice was full of passion, while two
440 11.al.
had
with
bellman
which
been
the
"What Is horse sense?"
Leave Nashville
7:00 pm.
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
8:o5
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run"Horse sense, my boy, is shown
Leave Hopkins ville
themselves within the ringlets of his
p.m.
wall,
fasin
the
the
11:20 11-211.
laddet
nIng
up
9-45
when the animal turns his nose the
Leave Pfnceton
beard.
tened it to the coupling In the heart
2:27 ant.
2:35 12.1IL
4:55 P•11other way as a gasoline machine passes
Arrive Paducah
We boys put our arms upon one &nwhich
had
from
clapper
Roland
the
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WATT'S BOULEVARD- ANNOUNCEMENT
I have sold a controling interest in "Watts Boulevard"
from 25th street to 29th street and facing th, park on aith
street and 28th street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co.
The lots remaining have been withdrawn from the market
' GEO. C. HUGHES.
and are not fcr sale.
1936.
14th,
June
Paducah, Ky.,
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